Abstract:

This deliverable provides a brief presentation of the AROMA project. The deliverable includes among other information Contract number, Project acronym; Project name; Strategic Objective addressed; Project logo; List of participants (including organisation name, country); Total cost and commission funding; Project main goals; Key issues; Technical approach; Expected achievements/impact; Coordinator contact details
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DISCLAIMER

The work associated with this report has been carried out in accordance with the highest technical standards and the AROMA partners have endeavoured to achieve the degree of accuracy and reliability appropriate to the work in question. However since the partners have no control over the use to which the information contained within the report is to be put by any other party, any other such party shall be deemed to satisfied itself as to the suitability and reliability of the information in relation to any particular use, purpose or application.

Under no circumstances will any of the partners, their servants, employees or agents accept any liability whatsoever arising out of any error or inaccuracy contained in this report (or any further consolidation, summary, publication or dissemination of the information contained within this report) and/or the connected work and disclaim all liability for any loss, damage, expenses, claims or infringement of third party rights.
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